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Düsseldorf in an early February morning in 2013 was shrouded in thick fog and
the ground covered in a light dusting of snow, the effect of which was to render
the city almost totally devoid of colour – perfect conditions, perhaps, for meeting
a photographer who famously works only in black and white. Born in 1934, Hilla
Becher moved to Düsseldorf in 1957, then as Hilla Wobeser, having survived all
manner of wartime traumas and forced from her childhood home in Potsdam first
to Pomerania, and then to Prenzlau, Rostock, Potsdam again, Berlin and finally
Hamburg. One year after arriving in the city, while working as a photographer
in an advertising agency, she met an interesting man named Bernd Becher, who
she married three years later (despite a certain degree of suspicion as to why
anyone would want to get married). Over the next half century the two of them
– soon referred to by the collective moniker ‘The Bechers’ – transformed not only
the way buildings could be photographed, but also the ascribed values attached
to those buildings.
The basic template of a typical Becher photograph is first the identification
of an industrial or vernacular structure – for example, a blast-furnace, lime kiln,
water tower, gasometer or grain elevator – and then its capture on film via a large
plate-camera in weather and seasonal conditions that would facilitate the clearest
depiction of its subject matter. The idea was to show the whole thing in its
entirety, and nothing else. More pointedly, as Bernd would say, this was absolutely
not documentary photography. Later, after taking similar photographs of similar
structures, patterns would emerge so that one photograph could be paired or
grouped with another.
In academic or art historical terms the work of the Bechers draws on a long,
particularly German tradition that absorbs both a fascination for taxonomy and
classification – as in the work of biologist Ernst Haeckel or the photographers
Karl Blossfeldt and August Sander – and a fondness for the industrial landscape
of the Ruhr Valley – as in the collages of Paul Citroen or the photographs of Albert
Renger-Patzsch and Peter Weller. For Hilla, though, none of these references
were known to her when she and Bernd first started to take photographs. What
informed their work, instead, was simply an inquisitiveness and attraction to the
industries around them, driven by Bernd’s childhood memories of this region
of Germany, and Hilla’s discovery in 1960 that metal objects photographed in black
and white look consistently fantastic.
I met with Hilla in the converted primary school she and Bernd moved into
a few years before his death in 2007. Like their photographs, each of the former
classrooms in this house is ostensibly identical and yet, at the same time, also
fundamentally different. A wall of shelves fills each end of these rooms and a huge
table sits in the middle, although one table might be filled with prints, another
with darkroom trays, and another still with coffee cups and cakes. Reassuringly,
Hilla continues to take photographs, assisted by her former student and
photographer Chris Durham, and by the darkroom technician Marlene Windeck.
Over three hours of conversation, and an hour or so for a vast, delicious Mettwurst
mit Grünkohl, Hilla showed herself to be engaging, generous, wryly modest of
her achievements, self-deprecating in terms of her legacy, and consistently full
of interesting ideas and even better stories.—Thomas Weaver
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tw Hilla, on the airplane over here this
morning I was reading Susanne Lange’s great
anthology on you and Bernd, particularly the early
sections that feature images of your extended
families. The thing that really fascinated me about
this pre-history of the Bechers and your family,
the Wobesers, was how the photograph, or the idea
of the photograph, was right there at the very
beginning. Long before you and Bernd appear in
the early 1930s, your parents and grandparents
were photographing their houses and their children
and wider environment. I don’t think you’d see
the same thing with an English family – or at least
not with my own family. Of course, we’d have
photographs from the 1940s and 1950s, but to
see anything from the 1900s would be very
unusual. And so maybe this is something uniquely
German, or something peculiar to your upbringing
and Bernd’s upbringing – that the photograph
is there from the very outset as a sort of way of
communicating something.
hb I don’t really see them as being particularly German. Taking family pictures or having
portraits taken was just something that was very
popular. I remember when out shopping with
my grandmother as a child we would often pop
into the photographic studio in the town on
our way back home, just to have our pictures
taken in our new coats or dresses. But everyone
did this, both rich and poor.
tw All these early family photographs are
also quite formal, no? I mean the one of your
father’s childhood home in Potsdam is arranged
symmetrically with the front of the house, in line
with the Wobeser name written onto the facade.
hb That’s true. They are formal. And all
those kinds of images did record a time,
a late-nineteenth-century moment in history,
a mythology, that later we very deliberately
returned to.

tw You mean in terms of creating your own
aesthetic?
hb Yes, in terms of using a large platecamera that corrected and straightened out
all the lines, which for sure wasn’t something
just for snapshots, and also taking care that
our pictures were made in the right weather
conditions, in the right season, without leafy
trees and bushes and branches getting in the
way – things that other people at the time used
to always frame and decorate their photos
with. So, yes, we were going back to something
old-fashioned. And if you look closer at the
picture of my father’s home you can see my
father – the little boy in the window immediately
above the Wobeser lettering. He was the son
of a carpenter, who was to later work on more
fancy furniture as a cabinet-maker.
tw If we compare these to the equivalent
photographs of Bernd’s parents and grandparents
there seems to be a slight social distinction
between the two families, with your own appearing
more affluent.
hb Yes, maybe, although the fortunes
of German families then were always changing.
The difference was more apparent with my
grandparents’ home in Prenzlau, which they
moved into after being kicked out of Poznáu
after it was handed over to Poland at the end
of the First World War. I lived there for a number
of years during the Second World War. The
house still exists, although the city itself was
totally destroyed. This was the home of my
grandparents on my mother’s side. They had
been refugees after 1918 and had to start again
completely from scratch. My grandfather was
an engineer, working for Siemens, but then later
set up his own company. My grandmother was a
very clever woman, and did all the accountancy
and books for him. Although he was great at
inventing things he had no idea about money,
but with my grandmother’s help they became
really quite wealthy.
tw Listening to you now, and having read
a little about your background, it seems like your
family is very matriarchal.
hb Only on this side, but not the other –
the carpenters.
tw But wasn’t it from your own mother
that you inherited a fondness for photography?
hb Yes, although the real influence on that
side of the family was my grandmother, who
was a modern woman and made sure that her
daughter wasn’t just a housewife. She encouraged her to go to Berlin in the crazy 20s where
she studied photography at the Lette-Haus,
which was a famous school established in the
mid-nineteenth century specifically for women.
It was a very modern kind of education. She
was born in 1906 and so must have gone there
in around 1924 aged 18.
tw And there she studied photography
both technically and almost as a kind of art?

hb They learned everything that had to
do with photography, including darkroom work
and even making X-rays.
tw And were there pictures of hers in the
house where you grew up? Did she put them up
on the walls?
hb Later on when she was married and
had children she would photograph me
and my brother and sisters all the time. She
photographed us in every situation. And at least
once a year she would photograph us naked
alongside an ultraviolet lamp that we would
be forced to use to give us more vitamin d.
tw And these yearly rituals were documentary? She was charting your growth and
development, like some kind of anthropological
experiment?
hb Something like that. I just remember
always crying because I had to stand there
naked, feeling humiliated.
tw Were the other pictures of you just family
snapshots?
hb There were all kinds of family pictures.
Nothing really stylised or anything. I still have
some of them – pictures that relatives have
passed on to me over the years – but we had to
leave most of them when we went on our trip.
We lost everything.
tw This was when you left East Germany
for the West in the 1950s?
hb No, this was much earlier. Everything
obviously got complicated when the Nazis came
to power. The first person in my family to really
suffer the effects of this was my father. He was
a high school teacher in Potsdam, teaching
English and other languages. He was naturally
Above left: The childhood home
of Hilla Becher’s father, Potsdam, c 1900
Above right: Bernd Becher’s grandparents’
home, Mudersbach, c 1907
Left: Hilla Becher’s grandparents’
home, Prenzlau, c 1900
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very didactic, very teacherly. Everything became
a kind of lesson. He was also very fond of music,
especially Bach, and also of plants and flowers
which he would press and collect. It wasn’t
so much about nature as it was about being
curious. But anyway, when the Nazis took over
Hitler immediately removed most of the high
school teachers and replaced them with
party members. And so my father had to leave
Potsdam, where he had a very good life,
connected to all the culture in nearby Berlin.
The only place he could get a job was in Pomerania, in the furthest reaches of Germany, on
the Baltic coast in the northeast. I remember the
town itself was so small that it didn’t even have
a train station. The house, though, was wonderful and we had a huge garden and the landscape
there was beautiful. Being so removed from
everything meant there was also no danger of
being bombed and my father was still at home.
tw So he didn’t get conscripted?
hb No, not at first. He was just a little bit too
old, and had fought in the First World War as
an 18-year-old. It was only the younger teachers
who were called up. Of course, in the end he was
forced to join up. But before he left for the front,
those first years in Pomerania were actually
very idyllic. There were several other families
living with us, who had also been evacuated
from Berlin, and it meant that there were lots of
other children to play with. Eventually, though,
Pomerania was taken by the Russians, although
my clever grandmother sensed this before it
happened, so I was put on a train by myself and
sent to her in Prenzlau. But then as the Russians
kept advancing towards Berlin, through
Prenzlau which was being defended, we had
to move again, this time with my mother and
siblings. My aunt squeezed us into a Red Cross
train heading back to the north and the Baltic.
As it turned out, this wasn’t a very good
solution as the train was bombed and attacked
by low-flying planes firing machine guns.
I remember my mother had made us all little
survival packages, but after the train was hit and
derailed we just threw everything away and ran.
Eventually we made it to Rostock, or rather just
outside, to a hospital at Bad Doberan. After a
few days we were to follow all the other refugees
and take a ferry that was leaving for Stockholm.
tw And so after being bombed and machinegunned you eventually went to Sweden?
hb No, we didn’t make it. We had stayed
in Rostock harbour for two or three nights when
all of a sudden my mother said to me, ‘We are
not going to get on that boat. We will wait here
for the Russians.’ And that was lucky, because
when the boat did leave it was hit and sunk,
with everyone on board.
tw Christ, what a story! But how did you
survive the Russians?
hb That was the interesting part. When the
Russians came it wasn’t too bad. I mean, in many

ways they were really quite civilised. They knew
then that victory was already theirs. But after
a few weeks, their military Kommandant declared
that ‘everybody who wasn’t born here goes home
now’. Of course, nobody could go home, because
they didn’t have a home to go to. And there were
also no trains – everything was totally ruined.
So we just had to walk. We walked and we walked.
It was actually a very powerful experience, not
altogether a bad one. Although the landscapes
we passed through were shocking. Everything
was totally burnt out, and everything was either
destroyed or dead. And of course we were
starving. There was hardly any food. Sometimes
the Russian soldiers took pity on us, seeing these
little girls walking by, and would give us a little
something, but in general, my abiding memory
of that time was the feeling of absolute hunger.
tw And where did you walk to?
hb We first went back to Prenzlau, to my
grandparents, but their house was occupied by

Russian soldiers and so we couldn’t move in.
After a while we then made our way to Potsdam,
back to the Wobeser home from the other side
of the family. My grandfather had died many
years earlier but my grandmother was still alive.
At first, though, we weren’t allowed into the town
because we had arrived in July 1945, at exactly
the same time as the Potsdam Conference was
starting, when Churchill, Stalin and Truman
were meeting to discuss what to do with
Germany. And so we had to stay in the forests
outside the town. I remember finding part of
a dead deer among the trees and later eating the
venison with my family. You couldn’t believe how
hungry we were. Over the next few days we tried
several times to break through the guard posts
into the town but without any luck. Eventually,
we encountered a single Russian sentry on duty
Bernd Becher’s childhood home
at Hambergstrasse 11, Siegen, c 1925
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who I think was charmed by us – these three cute
German girls, especially my younger sister who
was really pretty. He knew we wanted to get past
and so deliberately put his hand over his eyes
and gestured to us to walk through.
tw Was it there that you spent your teenage
years?
hb Yes, even a bit earlier. I lived there from
1945 to 1954, so from age 11 through to 19 or 20.
tw Given your mother’s expertise as a
photographer, had you already been taking pictures
yourself, even if these were like the young Lartigue
– pictures of your toys or pets or siblings?
hb No, not yet. But soon after the war had
ended I started taking pictures. When I was 12
or 13 my mother bought me my first 9 × 12cm
plate-camera. This was just a cheap left-over.
I mean, you couldn’t even buy an apple with the
money it cost. A little later she got me a Reflecta
– a cheaper version of a 6 × 6cm Rolleiflex.
Strangely enough, after 1945 the chemicals
needed for processing also suddenly became
available again. But you had to get them from
somebody’s basement. There wasn’t a shop
for this stuff. But through connections with
neighbours and friends I would get the chemicals, photographic paper and also find old
negatives, even if some of these turned out to
be mouldy.
tw And what about the darkroom equipment
– the enlarger and the trays and clocks, etc.
Did these also come out of various basements?
hb No, I got those from an uncle. This is a
typical East German story. After the war everybody in the East was trying desperately to get out,
moving to refugee camps in the West, including
my uncle and his family. He was a doctor and
owned this beautiful modern house in Potsdam
which he was willing to give up. Leaving early
one summer they managed to make it to the
West. Once they had safely resettled he asked my
brother and I to retrieve a few things from the
house for him – just little things like towels and
spoons or whatever – because at that time the
border was controlled but still open, and so there
was this constant traffic and communication
back and forth. You have to understand that
Potsdam was right on the border. If we swam over
the river we would be in the West. But anyway,
we did this for him, and then after a number of
other similar trips he told us that we should only
go back to the house one more time, because
now that the summer holidays had ended, the
authorities would notice that they were gone
and it wouldn’t be safe to come and go any more.
And so he encouraged us to take something
from the house that we would like for ourselves.
I remember joking with him that I wanted the
grand piano – our own piano was terrible. Of
course, this would have been impossible, and so
instead he said, ‘Hilla, why not take my darkroom. Go to the basement and get the enlarger
and lights and paper.’ And so that’s what I did.

tw Wasn’t that unusual – that a man of
a certain affluence and means would be into
photography and making his own prints?
hb No, it wasn’t so unique. Lots of people
would process their own prints, and like him
have it as their hobby, their own little luxury.
What was special about his set-up was that the
equipment he had was good. It wasn’t 35mm but
medium format – a 6 × 6cm Rolleiflex that was
great. And so with this equipment and with my
mother’s help I constructed my own darkroom
in this narrow little closet space in our home.
I was really set up. From then on, my interest in
photography became really active. I even made
a bit of money of my own. At the time my
mother was working in various photo places,
doing retouching and things like that. To help
her get some more money for us, after school
and at the weekends I would take photographs
on commission. I remember taking portraits
of all the teachers at my school and selling
postcard prints of them.
tw Were you familiar with the portraits that
August Sander was making in the Weimar period
of all the different German trades – all those
wonderful photographs of farmers, bricklayers,
soldiers, artists, etc? I’m sure there must have been
teachers in that taxonomy too.
hb No, not then. There were just no books
where you could see these kinds of images.
Besides, Sander’s own first books had been
confiscated and burned by the Nazis. His son
was a communist and produced lots of anti-Nazi
propaganda. August had helped him with these,
drying the freshly printed flyers and leaflets
on his roof. But then a sudden gust of wind blew
them all over the town and he got into a lot
of trouble. As a result, practically all of his books
disappeared (although much later, Bernd
managed to find some rare copies through an
antiquarian dealer).
tw And how did you balance these photographic commissions with all your schoolwork?
hb It wasn’t hard. And I should add that
when I was 16 or 17 I was kicked out of school.
It was another typical East German thing. I was
acting in a school play, doing a performance
of Brecht’s anti-Nazi Furcht und Elend des Dritten
Reiches [Fear and Misery of the Third Reich, or The
Private Life of the Master Race], which has a scene
in which a woman warns her husband to be
careful about what he says in case their children
report them to the authorities. During rehearsals we would all be a bit mischievous, switching
around some of the dialogue. But then when
it came to the actual performance I stupidly let
one of these jokes in – substituting a reference
in Brecht’s original play to hJ (Hitler Jugend)
with fdJ (Freie Deutsche Jugend), the East
German youth movement (there were parallels,
after all). This caused a huge scandal. I remember my school headmaster, who was a very loyal
East German guy, being in tears, ‘What have you

done?’ And so just one year before my final
exams or Abitur I was expelled.
tw And so it was then that you started an
apprenticeship with the photographer Walter
Eichgrün?
hb Yes, that’s right. This was 1951, and
I started a three-year apprenticeship with
Eichgrün in Potsdam. At the same time I was
also enrolled in a Berufsschule in the Weissensee
in Berlin, getting a vocational training in
photography two days a week. In addition I also
went to a high school in Berlin to try and finish
my studies and finally graduate but in the end all
I did was a photo exam. In Potsdam, Eichgrün’s
studio occupied a whole floor in an old house
and had been running for several generations.
Their work was very traditional – following strict
formal principles and using very old-fashioned
wooden plate-cameras. Everything was very
ornate. Even the tripod, I remember, was in
black ebony with ornamental legs. Eichgrün
would also use a few little technical innovations
that he had come up with, and always worked
with large prints and large glass plates. He was
an interesting man, or at least interesting to
me. He was also a good teacher, or at least to me,
largely because I wanted to be taught. I was
really engaged with the work, and so slowly he
started to trust me more and more.
tw What sort of things were you photographing? Was it mostly portraiture or were you also
shooting inanimate things, even architecture?
hb Oh, it was mostly real things, and lots of
architectural images, which Eichgrün would do
especially well. I assisted him one whole summer
on a particular architectural commission –
a book of photographs of the palace, gardens
and sculptures of Sanssouci Park in Potsdam.
tw To an architect or architectural historian
the name Potsdam immediately has resonances
not just of the Sanssouci palace but of the Einstein
Tower designed by Erich Mendelsohn.
hb Of course, I know it well. Coincidentally,
in one of the families that lived with us in
our old Potsdam house was the Hausmeister or
caretaker of the Einstein Tower.
tw Were you also familiar with the new
aesthetic and architectural model the building
was representing? In Germany before the war the
whole of modern art and architecture was being
re-imagined.
hb I knew about this stuff, but I didn’t have
much opportunity to examine these things in
any detail. We were all just trying to survive.
I remember that even while assisting Eichgrün
at Sanssouci Park, carrying all his equipment,
I was looking out for chestnuts I could take
home to eat.
tw That tripod alone must have weighed a lot?
hb Everything was heavy. Not just the
tripod, but the big wooden camera itself. Worst
of all, though, were the film-holders with the
glass plates. They weighed a ton. Later, after
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Sanssouci, Eichgrün let me take on a commission on my own, producing photographs for the
Deutsche Reichsbahn who were rebuilding and
repairing old steam locomotives. They required
detailed, very precise images of various parts
which they would then use to re-engineer them.
This meant photographing all the components
of the engines, some of which I shot on site, and
other smaller parts I took back to shoot in the
studio. I remember being so impressed by how
beautiful these parts were, and how satisfying
it was to photograph them.
tw That’s interesting, especially given the
largely industrial character of the photographs
you would go on to take with Bernd. But were the
pictures you and Eichgrün were taking commissioned like those Atget had taken in Paris at the

Above: The Eichgrün photo studio,
Charlottenstraße, Potsdam, c 1890
Below: August Sander, Master Mason, 1932
© Die Photographische Sammlung / sk Stiftung
Kultur, Cologne / dacs, London, 2013

hb None of these assignments were his free
choice. They weren’t projects but commissions.
And he did them so as to get paid. After all this
was his profession.
tw And what about you? Even at this young
age of 17 or 18, did photography feel like a career
for you, like something you could happily do?
hb Right from the very beginning I knew
it was my thing.
tw Isn’t that a bit unusual? Someone so young
being so convinced as to what to do in life?
hb I knew it even before I went to work with
Eichgrün, before I was even there. And so when
I was working with him I used all the time
available to me to take as many photographs
as I could and to learn all the necessary skills.
tw And this expertise was twofold, no? You
had to develop the artful expertise in framing
and taking the photograph, and then the technical
expertise in processing and printing it.
hb I never saw them as two distinct things.
Both aspects appealed to me, but especially
the processing. Unlike later, when you would
order the darkroom chemicals ready mixed, at
that time you had to mix everything yourself.
And so you had to know the precise quantities
and proportions of chemicals in order for the
development process to work, and also the
effects of a weaker or stronger mixture. But
I learnt all this from Eichgrün’s studio. In effect,
it was there that I learnt all the basics.
tw Were there, in a sense, Eichgrüns all over
Germany at that time – photo studios undertaking
various jobs and commissions? Was he a kind of
type himself?

hb His studio was fairly typical. You had
places like it in pretty much every medium-sized
town in Germany – somewhere that did
portraits and also reproduction work, because
remember, there was no Xerox yet. And so
copies all had to be done with a camera. Even
in Potsdam there were four or five other similar
photo studios. My mother was employed in
one of them for a while, before they all started
to disappear and go to the West. First one, then
the other, until there were hardly any left. In
the end my mother had to go and work in a kind
of cultural centre for the Russian soldiers. But
she got into trouble – it was another typical,
silly Cold War thing – she was accused of having
stolen information and passing it on to the
Americans. I remember she was woken by the
authorities in the middle of the night and was
forced to go and answer their questions. There
was so much trafficking of information going
on in those days, between East and West. The
Americans were just the other side of the border,
in their big villas beside the Wannsee, and the
Russians were really wary. After her questioning,
a Russian woman and friend of my mother’s
came to our house and said, ‘Take your children
and get out, right away. Tomorrow, at the latest.
Otherwise, you’ll be arrested at the border and
will never make it out.’
tw It seems that so much of your early life was
full of stories of women – mothers mostly – with
very good noses for impending trouble, advising
you how to navigate around certain obstacles and
stay safe.
hb Yes, but that’s just the nature of war.
All the men had been taken away. Our own father
was drafted in February 1945, and didn’t survive.
He died in a Russian prisoner-of-war camp at the
very end of the war. And so my childhood was
a society of women. To even see a young man
in uniform, briefly home on leave from the front,
was to witness something really quite exotic.
tw And did you take this neighbour’s advice
and leave for the West?
hb We left almost immediately. This was
1954. We went first to a refugee camp in West
Berlin, but then things got exciting … well, the
Americans wanted us to spy for them. Especially
my mother. One day they picked us up at the
camp and asked us to help them in acquiring
certain information. This sort of thing was
happening all the time then. There were other
German refugees around us who had obviously
agreed to work this way. My mother just sat there
with her face getting redder and redder. She was
clearly feeling totally helpless. I said to her, ‘Say
no. Whatever you do, don’t agree to it. You are
not the right person for this.’ Finally she said no.
But the result was – and the Americans threatened us with this right at the beginning – that
if we refused, we would be forced to stay in the
West Berlin refugee camp forever. This would
mean living in cramped conditions with 16 other
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people, and we wouldn’t be allowed to work
and wouldn’t be allowed to have a passport.
tw So what did you do?
hb We went back to the refugee camp,
and stayed there for a while. A few days later
I remember the Russians sent someone into the
camp to tell us that we could come back to our
house in the East. My mother was really tempted,
but me and my sisters insisted that we should
stay in the West. Despite the Americans’ threats
I did manage to get a little job, working as
a porter, but it was not ideal. But eventually,
through the help of an uncle who worked as
a lawyer, we were able to submit official papers
and secure our release from the camp. We left
and were flown north to Hamburg – we couldn’t
take the train because it would have meant
travelling through the East. The expense for the
Allies of flying all these refugees out of Berlin
must have been huge. In Hamburg we initially
went to yet another refugee camp, although my
mother soon afterwards went to stay with other
relatives nearby. I ended up staying for a couple
of years and did all kinds of different jobs, but
the main one was working in Hildesheim for
the British Army. I thought it would be good as
I could learn English. I ended up talking English
from morning through to night. Where could
I have found a better language school than that?
tw But you must have been thinking about
photography too, and continuing in your now adult
life into some kind of career of your own?
hb Yes, of course. I had a friend who I had
met while working with Eichgrün. Like me,
she was an apprentice too – actually, we are still
friends to this day, and see each other every week.
After I left for Hamburg we stayed in touch,
sending letters back and forth. One day she wrote
Left: Paul Citroen, Metropolis, 1923
© Special Collections, Leiden University Library
Right: Hilla Becher inside the first apartment
she shared with Bernd, Düsseldorf, 1961

said, ‘come to Düsseldorf, there is a job here
I can get for you’. And so that’s what I did. It was
a job working in an advertising agency, taking
photographs in their own studio. Everything that
needed to be done photographically was passed
on to us. We were the house photographers in
a way. The work wasn’t very exciting, but this is
why I liked it – it was mostly studio photographs,
taking pictures of soap powder boxes, cigarette
packages, bottles of aspirin, that kind of thing.
tw At the same time, were you starting to see
the work of other photographers, if only through
things like Picture Post or Life magazine, or other
books like Cartier-Bresson’s The Decisive Moment,
which I think came out in the early 1950s?
hb The technologies of book printing were
not so well developed then, and as a result there
didn’t seem to be many photo books around. Even
when we started producing books ourselves, our
first efforts were not so good, and the early offset
ones we did were also not much better. Actually,
it was only after I was with Bernd that I saw my
first real photo books. Friends of ours from the
us would bring books over – for example, books
by Walker Evans – in exchange for prints.
tw So you only saw your first Walker Evans
in the late 1950s?
hb Actually it was much later – as late as the
early 1970s.
tw Now that you’ve mentioned Bernd, in going
back to mid-1950s Düsseldorf, this must have been
when you first met each other.
hb Bernd was in the city studying at the
academy. In the holidays he got a job working
in the same advertising agency as me and it was
there that we met.
tw Was it love at first sight?
hb Yes, I think so. He was funny, quite crazy,
and unlike anyone else. And we could talk to
each other. He was also the one who wanted us
to get married. Marriage for me was something
that I didn’t get at all.
tw And Bernd had come to Düsseldorf from
the nearby industrial Siegen region?
hb Yes. Because of the Allied bombing raids
on the Ruhr industries he basically spent the
whole of his childhood sheltering in a basement
bunker. But Bernd was also really lucky. He
was born in 1931 and so belonged to the Weißer
Jahrgang – that generation of young German
men who were too young to be conscripted to the
army during the war, and then after it ended,
too old to be called up for National Service. For
a German girl these were the perfect boys. All the
other men were older and had been drafted,
and so were all scarred by the experience. Several
generations of Bernd’s family had worked in
mining, although Bernd himself followed his
father in doing an apprenticeship as a restorer
and decorator. He really wanted to be an artist
though. Ever since he was a young boy he had
painted and made lots of nice drawings, mostly
of the mines and industrial buildings around his

home. After the war, as a teenager, he had also
made two or three really long hitchhiking trips
around Italy and Spain, travelling by himself
with practically no money, selling his sketches
along the way so as to get a bed and a meal.
He especially loved the small medieval towns
that were almost glued to the side of hills, and
later we would talk about how you can see the
same kind of arrangement in the Siegen
– industrial plants that follow the incline of
a hill, especially the washeries and preparation
plants that all used gravity to assist their
production lines. These were the kind of things
he was drawing in the mid-1950s, particularly
at the deep mine at Eisenhardt. A little later,
partly because the factories were quickly being
dismantled and demolished, he abandoned
drawing and instead started photographing the
plants with a 35mm camera – largely because this
was quicker than drawing – afterwards sticking
these photos together into collages. He was
still doing these when we first met. A year or so
later, in 1958, we went to a big Dada exhibition
together at the Düsseldorf Kunstverein and saw
the wonderful photo collages that Paul Citroen
had made. Immediately afterwards Bernd
said, ‘That’s it. No more collages for me. I can’t
do them any better.’
tw That’s great! Art history is full of stories of
people going to Dada exhibitions and seeing the
work on view as representing their future – ‘I want
to do that.’ I like the idea of Bernd going to the Dada
show and saying, ‘Okay, because they’ve done it so
well, I want to do something else.’
hb That’s partly why he enrolled at the
academy. To develop new skills. For me, even
though the advertising agency job I had was fine
and pleasant and well paid, by 1958 I thought
I can’t do this for the rest of my life. And any
other job would actually have been worse, not
better, and so I followed Bernd and also enrolled
under Walter Breker at the academy, studying
graphic and printing techniques.
tw Can you describe the kind of courses you
were taking, and the kind of things you were being
taught at the academy? Even though you were
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studying printmaking, what, for example, would
have been a typical project?
hb Ah, ‘project’. Nobody used the word
‘project’ then. Even our teachers would never
think of work as ‘projects’ – they were just glad
if we were doing anything at all.
tw So you just did whatever you liked?
hb Yes, basically.
tw This totally shatters my vision of the
famous Düsseldorf Kunstakademie. I’d always
thought of it as like the Paris École des Beaux-Arts
– incredibly strict, with rigidly controlled courses.
hb The academy wasn’t rigid at all. There
were no exams, no courses even. You could come
and go as you liked – sitting in on any lecture
you wanted or staying home in bed, and if you
did want to work you could occupy the building
at all hours. And so our teachers did exactly
what Bernd and I did later – waiting for students
to develop their own curiosities. When you are
faced with students who really know what they
want, then you feel very glad to be a teacher. It’s
with other students, who always ask, ‘what can
I do now?’, that you gradually get sick and tired
of teaching.
tw What were your own curiosities then?
hb Ever since I did the commission for t
he railway company with Eichgrün I was crazy
about metal.
tw Really? You became fascinated with
photographing metal?
hb I was absolutely obsessed with it.
tw That’s interesting. And you know, Walker
Evans seemed to share that same fascination. I
realise, as you said before, that you only discovered
him later, but at exactly this time in the mid-1950s
when you were photographing metal bolts and
things, Evans was also photographing metal bits
and pieces in his ‘Beauties of the Common Tool’
photographs for Fortune – black-and-white studio
pictures of pliers, spanners, hammers, etc.
hb Oh, I did lots of that kind of stuff too. Like
Evans, I guess, my experience was that metal and
black-and-white photography came together very
nicely. Strangely, the same thing doesn’t happen
with brick. I was always really mad at brick
buildings because they look so stupid somehow.
Whereas if you look close up at a metal blast

furnace, for example, you see something that has
this half-matte, half-glossy surface. It’s here that
you discover, if not beauty, then at least something similar. For me, this all came together with
the images I was making. Like a biologist, I loved
discovering the order of these things, the
groupings and families of parts, but I also loved
simply the way they looked.
tw It seems to me, listening to you talk about
metal like this, in microscopic, biological terms, that
one of the differences between you and Bernd was
that he appeared to be fundamentally interested
in something that was disappearing – industrial
plants that were increasingly becoming redundant
– whereas you seem to have a more chemical,
physical fascination with the technology, with the
motifs, with the silhouettes of these things, and
with their material properties, much closer up.
hb I think that’s right. But you can understand Bernd’s side of things because this
disappearing industry was in a landscape very
familiar to him. This was really his childhood
that was being taken away from him, and by
making drawings and photographs he was
somehow trying to hold onto them. Not growing
up in the Siegen, I didn’t have the same feelings.
But it’s also important to understand that even
though some of these plants were being
demolished, the industries associated with them
were still in full operation. I mean, 20 years after
the war, the Siegen was still practically boiling.
Many people mistakenly think that we photographed the Ruhr industry when it was already
decaying, but this is not true. It was at full power.
Of course, there was a kind of disappearance of
certain old-fashioned structures, or an updating
and modernising of parts that were damaged
during the war, but the industry itself was still
incredibly active. In Britain it was a little
different. A lot of the old prewar pitheads in
South Wales, for example, were still working just
fine, and so there was no need to update them.
The coal they were mining was also largely
anthracite which was found close to the surface,
which meant that the pressure to develop new
technologies and deepen the shafts wasn’t
a factor. Of course, the uk National Coal Board
was still updating, and in the mid 1960s and early
1970s they did this in a very careful, thoughtful
way, amalgamating some of the mines, but
always ensuring that the miners had enough
work and were protected. I remember each year
the National Coal Board would send us a book
listing all their mines, and each year this list got
shorter and shorter. But in the end, as you know,
it wasn’t the technology that killed the British
mines but the government, with Margaret
Thatcher dismantling the whole thing in such
an abrupt and cruel way.
tw Back at the academy, though, in the early
days, did your interest in photographing this subject
matter come out of any of Walter Breker’s ideas
and prompts?

Left: Hilla Becher, photographic studies, c 1960
Above: Walker Evans,
The Beauties of the Common Tool, 1955
© John T Hill, Walker Evans Estate
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hb For me, Breker was just a way in. None
of the courses we took at the time featured
photography. It just didn’t exist, and nor were
there any teachers who could teach it. Like the
other professors, Breker was simply happy that
we had found something that stimulated and
interested us. Actually, not long after I enrolled,
and because of my experience with Eichgrün
and the advertising agency, they asked me to
help set up a little department of photography,
or at least a darkroom, even though there was
no official job and no money. But even without
any academy income I could still survive
because there would always be a few commissions for photography from different professors, including Breker, who were always
employing students to help them with various
things. I was the easy-to-get photographer.
I would also teach the basics to anyone with
an interest in photography – helping them
to understand the cameras, lenses and
how to process films and make prints, which
I felt was really the most important part –
the darkroom. This was something that even
Bernd didn’t really know.
tw And so you also taught Bernd certain
photographic techniques and processes?
hb I’m often asked about that. I wouldn’t
say that I taught him photography – for sure,
he would have learned it anyway – but I helped
him develop a knowledge of the basics of
the darkroom.
tw So you were the guardian and caretaker
of the darkroom at the academy?
hb Yes, it was my space, and Bernd’s
too, and it was where everyone would come
to visit us.
tw When did you start photographing
together?
hb It would have been around 1959, a
couple of years before we got married, although
the first of the really big industrial plants
we photographed was the San Fernando mine
in Herdorf in the Siegen in 1961.
tw And so in effect your honeymoon was spent
photographing an industrial plant in the Siegen
in the middle of winter?
hb Yes! And it was wonderful! The landscape in which the mine sits was so interesting.
It was a little hilly, partly because of the slag
heaps generated by the mine, which meant that
it was easy to find a vantage point from which
to photograph the plant.
tw There is a sweet little photograph of you
from this period, sitting on a tiny little mezzanine
in the first apartment you and Bernd had together.
It looks like a kind of loft.
hb ‘Loft’ is too grand a word for it. It was
a studio in an old shed. Actually one of the
reasons we got married was so that we could
continue to live there. At that time, it was
difficult to live together if you weren’t married.
The studio had just one room, but we divided

it up with a curtain and still managed to install
a drying cabinet for our negatives and prints
and a fairly primitive darkroom.
tw Even though it was small, there is a certain
sense of style here – a kind of minimalist aesthetic
sensibility that led you to paint the walls white
and arrange your bookcases and the few bits of
furniture that you did have in a particular way.
hb Yes, maybe, but the sparseness of it all
was really because I was still a bit of a refugee.
tw But then, if not in the way you decorated
your home, at least in your photographs, this
period did see you really starting to refine your own
particular aesthetic.
hb Yes, although at first Bernd and I did
have different ideas about things. As much as
I liked the specific components of industry,
when it came to shooting the plants themselves
I always wanted to widen the view, to show more
of the landscape. Bernd was different. He
was only really interested in the specific subject
– either a frontal view or a perspective view,
depending on what was possible. For him, this
absolutely wasn’t documentary photography,
because he wouldn’t photograph a pithead with
a tree right in front of it. Sometimes he’d try, but
would always then say, ‘Nope. Doesn’t work.’
In this he was always – how should I put it
– much more strict than me. He always wanted
the photographs to show the whole thing, to be
filled with just one thing and nothing else.
And so for him to involve more of the landscape
was just a form of illustration, producing a view
in which you identify each component – ‘Oh,
there’s the furnace, there’s the chimney, there’s
the railway line’, etc. He hated this. In many
ways, he operated like a kind of biologist, as if he
was taking a picture of, say, a turtle. For Bernd,
then, the turtle itself was the most important
part, and what kind of species of turtle was being
represented, and not the wider habitat of rivers
and trees that the turtle occupied. For me, it
was a little different. I, too, wanted the composition to be able to stand on its own, but I liked the
context and the landscape – I had actually
photographed Hamburg harbour as a landscape
in the mid 1950s. In the end, Bernd appreciated
these things too, but only at the very end,
with one of the last books we did together on
industrial landscapes.
tw Did you enjoy those kind of disagreements,
and the tension between your two different
approaches? I mean, there is a cliché about couples
who work together that everything is harmonious.
But you were two different people with your own
distinct sensibilities.
hb Of course, without arguing for the
things I liked I would have simply behaved
in a way that was expected of me – as the
obedient wife.
tw And as you’ve described it, you’d come
from this family of disobedient women who
all wanted to stand on their own.

hb That’s right. Let’s put it this way, my life
had been much less regular. At least for Bernd
he had been brought up in one house – the
house he was born in – and surrounded with the
same parents, with the same furniture. But still,
Bernd in his own way was also disobedient.
He was actually very disobedient.
tw During these early years in Düsseldorf
when you’re together, was it also at this time that
Bernd starts to collect prints and become more
aware of the photographic canon into which you
were entering?
hb He had reproductions, prints, slides
and books of lots of different photographers.
Later, Sol LeWitt, who we met and who was a
great friend, would often bring us various prints.
Bernd himself had also found prints by the
German photographer Peter Weller, who like
Bernd lived and worked in the Siegen area,
Top: Charles Sheeler,
Pulveriser Building: Ford Plant, Detroit, 1927
© The Lane Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
Bottom: Albert Renger-Patzsch,
Germania Mine, Dortmund-Marten, 1935
© Albert Renger-Patzsch Archiv /
Ann und Jürgen Wilde / dacs, London, 2013
Opposite: Anonymous,
Flange and Beading Machine, 1908
© Stiftung Rheinisch-Westfälisches
Wirtschaftsarchiv, Cologne
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photographing mines and iron and steel plants
in the early 1900s. The collection then expanded
to include the work of other photographers, like
the American Charles Sheeler, who took pictures
of the Ford factories in Michigan in the 1920s,
or other Germans like Richard Gessner and the
Neue Sachlichkeit photographer Albert RengerPatzsch. You couldn’t find any books on these
people at the time, but Bernd often picked up
prints by these photographers when some of the
mines and plants who owned them were going
out of business. They had them on their walls,
but when they closed they would just throw
them out, or ask if anyone might like them.
tw What about August Sander? Was he
collecting him too, or only those photographers
who took pictures of things, not people?
hb No, he didn’t really collect Sander,
concentrating instead mainly on images of
industrial plants. But of course Sander was
still extremely interesting to him. As were the
nineteenth-century French photographers
Louis-Auguste and Auguste-Rosalie Bisson, who
took more detailed architectural pictures of
things like cathedral doorways. But at the time,
though, most photographers were not interested
in this material, and followed instead Otto
Steinert and his Fotoform group. For me,
I always liked more obscure industrial photos
where the photographer was unknown.
For example, there is a picture in the RheinischWestfälisches archive in Cologne of a flange
and beading machine from 1908 that I really love.
tw And it’s the anonymity as much as the
image that you like?
hb Yes, absolutely.
tw This reminds me of a line of yours I read
recently, where you say that you like ‘silent objects’
or objects that are in some sense mute.
hb As much as their silence and anonymity,
the images that I like are always working against
something – usually technology. Ever since I was
a child, there has always been some new technological development: high-speed film, or smaller,
faster cameras that people could use while on the
move. I was always interested in something older,
something more static. And I discovered that with
these slower processes, and especially with long
exposure times, that we could in a way absorb
time just as easily as we could absorb light. With
the human eye, your field of vision is large but
only the very centre of it is in focus. With a lens,
if you close the aperture, you can make more of
this field of vision sharper. But this only works
with static objects. And so I was never interested
in street photography, and all that movement.
tw So the little Leica that Bresson and
Capa carried around with them at all times never
appealed to you?
hb Oh, the little m-series Leicas were always
Sure, they were expensive, and maybe that
explains why they weren’t available to you, but they

don’t seem to appeal as a piece of technology either,
largely because they sold themselves on their
mobility, and the way they were a tool for capturing
something that was very fleeting.
hb You’re right. First of all, I could never
afford one, and secondly, I wasn’t interested
in always running after something. Of course,
all my life I’ve been travelling, sometimes to
remote places like Sudan or Senegal, and yet still
I’ve never used a small camera. This doesn’t
mean that I only use my large 13 × 18cm Plaubel,
but it’s always something that requires a tripod,
like a Rollei or a Hasselblad. Even now, when I’m
travelling and see something nice, I’m hesitant
about quickly capturing it on film. Instead
I always have the feeling that I should come back
later, and study it in more detail over a longer
period of time.
tw Is that how you understand the things that
you see around you – always in terms of something
to return to and then take a more composed image?
hb Yeah, to work it out or – how can I put it –
to bake it, or cook it somehow. Otherwise everything is just floating around like separate ingredients. I always want to be able to nail it down.
tw Do you have an attraction to the camera
itself, as an aesthetic object – all those dials and
knobs, glass lenses, bellows, etc?
hb Yes, for sure, and not just for the camera
but also for all the equipment in the darkroom
– the developer and trays, tongs, water tanks,
drying cupboards and clocks. But in the end,
they’re all still just tools.
tw That love of the tool, or the machine or
the mechanical, is all part of a modernist way
of appreciating things, isn’t it? Where everything
becomes judged by its resemblance to a machine,
like Le Corbusier’s famous line about a house being
a machine for living in?
hb Oh, no. I’ve never liked this kind of thing.
I’ve never wanted to adore Le Corbusier. I actually

much prefer the anti-Le Corbusier position, even
if Le Corbusier himself did use pictures of grain
elevators and other industrial plants in his books.
Bernd was the same, and this was something
we often talked about, aligning ourselves with
the vernacular much more than with the architectural. For us, industrial buildings were a kind
of anti-architecture. Or actually, you didn’t need
to refer to them through architecture at all. They
are more like plumbing, but plumbing at a huge,
monstrous scale.
tw Architects would now call that infrastructure – basically the stuff that makes things work.
But along with your resistance to Le Corbusier,
did you also not like the modern architects’ copies
of industrial buildings – like Peter Behrens’ aEG
factory building in Berlin?
hb The aeG building is not really a copy.
It’s more a house-like building pretending
to be a factory. It’s a structure that’s been
interpreted. A blast furnace wouldn’t allow
for this kind of creativity. I’ve always been
troubled when architects talk about function,
or claim they are designing something only for
functional reasons, mostly because when you
look at the design they are actually doing the
opposite – doing crazy things like using far too
much glass, so that their buildings are nothing
like as useful as they claim. The buildings
I like all have more individuality or character
to them. Like in some of the factory halls Bernd
and I photographed in Germany in the 1980s,
you can see in the gables of these buildings
that the bricklayer was having fun. These details
are ornate but nevertheless still useful.
And it’s not about design or style, but ultimately
about craftsmanship.
tw Let’s get back to the mid-1960s. By then
you had been working together for five or six years,
and with whatever funding you could generate you
were slowly expanding the list of subjects you were
photographing – so not just iron and steel plants
and blast furnaces, but the brick factory halls
you were just describing, as well as coal bunkers,
pitheads, winding towers, gasometers, water towers
and half-timbered houses. And with this expanded
list of typologies, you were also travelling beyond
the Siegen and Ruhr valleys and into other
countries, like France, Luxembourg and Belgium.
It was also during this period – in 1966 – that you
secured a British Council grant that enabled you
to photograph mines in Nottinghamshire and South
Wales. How did that come about?
hb We heard about the British Council from
a man named Anthony Thwaite, an English
writer and poet who worked for them. He came
to Düsseldorf a number of times to promote the
council and we met him at one of these events.
After showing him our work he encouraged us
apply, because we couldn’t have afforded to travel
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we had practically no income, with the only
money coming from small commercial jobs
I was doing for some industrial fairs. We met
with some British Council officials in Cologne
a bit later and then submitted our grant
application. In the end, we had to go to London
to see a man named Gerald Forty, who was the
person from the British Council who would
decide if our application was successful or not.
tw You know, Hilla, that Gerald Forty is the
father of a famous English architectural historian,
Adrian Forty, who taught me.
hb Really? Mr Forty’s boy is a historian?
tw Yes. Although, he isn’t so much of a boy
any more.
hb Gerald Forty was so good to us. At our
first interview we showed him some of the
photographs we had taken around Manchester
and Liverpool from our first English trip
the year before. He responded very positively
to them, and eventually said that we would be
getting a grant.
tw How much were you awarded?
hb £60 a month for six months – so £360
in total. Of course this was never going to be
enough, with the petrol alone using up half
of this amount, but by camping and working out
of the back of our Vw van we could somehow
manage. We left for England in the spring of
1966 and returned back home to Germany later
that winter. In the end, it was really wonderful
and we got a lot done.
tw To an Englishman, the famous summer
of 1966 is imprinted on our collective unconscious
because of just one thing – the year England beat
Germany to win the football World Cup. Your trip
must have overlapped with all of the matches?
hb Of course. And you know what, when
it came to the day of the final, Bernd and I were
in Liverpool. We knew it would be quieter that
day precisely because of the match and so we
decided to take the opportunity to explore the

city. When we got there it was emptier than we’d
ever imagined. The city was dead, I mean totally
deserted. It was really spooky – everyone was
inside watching television or listening to their
radios. I remember trying to find some place
open where we could get something to eat. The
only restaurant we could find was a fish and chip
shop owned by a Chinese family. As we were
waiting, I remember Bernd asking the Chinese
lady running the place if she ate her own chips.
‘No’, she said, ‘I like rice’. Anyway, we got our
rolled up paper of fish and chips and sat and ate
them in our van. All of a sudden a group of men
came running up to us, and waved and shouted
and told us to join them in watching the game.
They had seen the German number plates on
our Vw. And so we entered this little house and
along with 25 or so other people, with children
balanced on top of their mums and dads, we
crowded around a little black-and-white tV to
watch the World Cup final. I remember praying
that the English would win. ‘Let them win’, I kept
whispering to Bernd, ‘please let them win’. And
of course, the English did win, and after the final
whistle the place went wild. Everyone was
rushing out onto the street. We had a good time
too. Everyone was so nice because they were so
full of pity for us, the poor Germans who lost.
tw One of my favourite photographs of yours
– actually a rather informal shot, I guess by you –
is I think from this period. It shows Bernd in a
northern English town, standing next to his tripod
with his back to the camera, waiting for the right
moment, while next to him stand five or six young
boys who seem to have gathered around, just out of
curiosity. Both the pit heads in the distance and the
row of boys in the foreground have this nice, linear
composition to them.
Bernd Becher photographing
in a mining town in Northern England, 1966
Photo Hilla Becher

hb I would often take those kinds of
pictures. While Bernd was setting up the platecamera there was nothing else for me to do. Lots
of these shots feature our son Max, who was
born in 1964 and who came on most of these trips
with us – he actually spent his second birthday in
a camp site in South Wales. It was a site that the
colliery ran so that other mining families from
Scotland or other parts of the uk could come and
have their holidays there. I remember that he
was so happy, because while we were camping
there were all these other young kids and dogs
he could play with. Some of these boys were a bit
rough, but they treated him so well. I remember
he cried non stop when we had to leave.
tw As with all of your trips, presumably
you had to do quite of bit of work before you left,
figuring out precisely what you needed to
photograph, studying maps and routes and
securing permissions?
hb For that trip, which was mostly spent
photographing mining buildings, we had lots
of help from a number of really nice people at
the National Coal Board, who Gerald Forty had
introduced us to. They gave us detailed maps
and books, and even went so far as to write
letters on our behalf to each of the mines that
interested us, telling them that we were coming.
We also explained that giving precise times
when we would arrive would always be difficult,
because of the light and weather conditions,
etc, but they understood this immediately and
said that we had permission to shoot anything
whenever we wanted. This was paradise.
Everywhere else in the world we had such
difficulty getting into the plants and factories.
tw But this was the high-point of England’s
national ownership of industry, when there
was this real sense of pride in the singularity and
enterprise of the coal industry.
hb They were all so proud of their mines
and what they stood for. For the French
and Germans it was different. When an outsider
expressed an interest in their factories they
immediately became suspicious.
tw Travelling around the world as you have,
photographing ostensibly the same kind of
buildings, must also have given you a particular
understanding of difference, especially in regard
to nationhood. I mean, presumably, you now
have a very clear idea of certain English traditions
or expectations, as opposed to, say, the Germans,
or French or Americans?
hb There are distinct characteristics, it’s
true. As I said before, when it comes to asking
permission for anything the Germans are always
suspicious. This must have had something to
do with the war, and the Cold War, and all those
tensions between East and West, but it was
always very difficult. Later, after unification, it
was still not easy, because the bureaucracies of
insurance replaced the political paranoia. And
so the plants were always fearful that someone
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would get hurt and that we would sue them. In
France, it was equally difficult but in a different
way. In France absolutely everything is forbidden. Nothing is ever allowed. But the reassuring
thing was that even without permission we
could just do what we wanted anyway, and that
no one would call the police. In France everyone
hated the police even more than photographers
and so we could still take our pictures. As you
know, there are also obvious differences in
taste between the French and the English.
The French always try and make an industrial
building look like a piece of architecture, and
they can’t bear to see just a wheel in a landscape.
The English are the opposite. They love to see
a wheel in a landscape. You can also notice this
with the old wells. In southern countries these
are all made of stone, to cover up the structure
and conceal it as something else. Whereas
in England you always see them in wood or iron,
exposed for what they are.
tw Well, the English have always had
a fondness for engineering. England is basically
a culture of engineers. Just look at their love for
railways, or bridges or tunnels. It’s a peculiarly
English attraction. England has always been very
appreciative of the engineer, and correspondingly
very suspicious of art and the artist.
hb You can really see that with the Eiffel
Tower. The English absolutely love the Eiffel
Tower because it represents their lost Crystal
Palace, while the French, or rather the Parisians,
have always loathed it. The Eiffel Tower, by the
way, is incredibly difficult to photograph
because it is always swarming with people.
This means that you have to photograph it from
inside out, rather than outside in. But then
the sky always gets in the way. Of course, you
can still get nice photos but it is really hard
work. The other building in Paris that reveals
the different French approach to engineering
structures is the Grand Palais. From the outside
it is heavily ornamental, but inside it is all the
work of a blacksmith. I mean, when you look
close up at all the iron columns you can see that
they have been hammered. And so it’s handmade, like a piece of architecture, not machinemade like an engineering structure. We actually
saw the same thing with some of the pitheads
in South Wales. They had columns inside that
were decorated by hand. They looked like
ornamental Egyptian pillars. Really stunning.
But, incredibly, in the 1980s they were all torn
down. We never thought anyone would want
to destroy these things but of course they did.
tw When I was reading up about your work
in this period I discovered that just one year after
this British trip, in 1967, The Architectural Review
published a few pages of your photographs, which
must have been one of the first instances of an
Hilla Becher at work in Youngstown, Ohio, 1981
Photo Bernd Becher
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architectural journal profiling your work. It’s a
rather strange piece because they clearly don’t quite
know how to categorise you – which is ironic, given
that your photographs are all about categorisation.
And so there is a more artful description of your
photographs at the beginning, but then each of
the images are captioned with very prosaic details –
for example, the location of a particular water
tower or pithead, its height and diameter and when
it was made – basically just the raw facts.
hb For a while in those early years we
thought that we might want to do research
alongside our photographs, and so we would
bring a tape measure along with us and survey
and measure everything. Bernd would be
climbing up and down his ladder all the time.
But we quickly gave up – many of these structures were covered with overgrown bushes and
brambles and it was actually quite hazardous.
tw But this piece in The Architectural
Review is significant if only because it shows how
other practices – architecture and, more especially,
the art world, were beginning to take an interest
in you. I think by then you had had a few little
exhibitions in Germany, but your first US show was
in 1968 in La. I read that Bernd gave a lecture at
the opening of this show, and that this lecture was
introduced by Konrad Wachsmann. In architectural terms Wachsmann is always understood as
a bit of a mystic, typically eulogising on the idea of
the joint, but the images you were showing clearly
held an architectural fascination, presenting the
tectonics and matter-of-factness of building.
hb Wachsmann loved all the components
of building, and must have seen our photographs as a kind of catalogue of these things.
tw That same sense of the documentary is
still apparent in an artistic acknowledgment of

your work two years later, in 1970, when your
pictures are exhibited for the first time at MoMa in
New York, as part of a group show titled ‘Information’. What’s interesting is that over the next two
years things change again, and increasingly your
images are not seen as information or facts but as
something more artful. In 1972, for example, at
Documenta 5 in Kassel, you are featured in another
group show, but this time under the heading ‘Ideas’.
In the same year, the artist Carl Andre wrote a piece
in Art Forum – ‘A Note on the Bechers’ – in which
you were heralded as conceptual artists.
hb But these are all just names, just
interpretations. When Bernd and I were first
at the academy it was all about abstraction
and producing abstract paintings. Even then,
I remember thinking that all this abstraction
was a bit too much. It was so boring. But of
course, because there was so much of it around
it eventually had to collapse. And it did.
The next thing was conceptual art, which we
preferred, but it was still just the next thing.
The art world has always done this. We never
saw things the same way, although we became
close friends with a number of artists, like
Carl Andre or Sol LeWitt, who collected our
prints – sooner or later we got to meet them all
– and I would cook dinners for them whenever
they came to Düsseldorf. Bernd also invited
Ed Ruscha to the academy to exhibit his photos
of Sunset Strip. I remember them wrapped all
the way around the gallery. It was beautiful.
tw More than your exhibitions and prints,
to people like me, the way I have become familiar
with your photographs has been through all the
books you have produced. Since the 1970s you have
released a whole series of titles, each focusing
on one particular typology, and with all the books
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displaying a very clear sense of their own identity
and graphic design. In many ways, then, they
seem to have become a project of their own. This
seems significant if only because I read that
before he studied photography Bernd wanted to
be a book illustrator.
hb At first Bernd was very interested in
working with books, but then photography
became his main fascination. By the late 1970s,
though, we discovered that we could do both
photography and books. In all these years we
have worked with only one publisher – Lutz
Schirmer from Schirmer/Mosel – with whom
we’ve had a really nice relationship. At the
moment we are actually working on a new book
together. In the early years Lutz was based in
Cologne and he would come to Düsseldorf to see
our work. Ever since he was a student he had
collected paintings and prints. A bit later, after
he had started his publishing company, he
wanted his first book to be of our photographs.
Bernd was keen, but he said, ‘before you publish
us, you first have to produce a book on August
Sander’. There was nothing on Sander at the time
and Bernd thought it important that his work
was available. And so in 1975 Lutz published
August Sander – Rheinlandschaften, his first-ever
Schirmer/Mosel title. When it came out it was
a great success. Although other books by Sander
– especially his photographs of the German
people – were not so popular. No one seemed
to like these – not collectors, nor historians or
academics. But Bernd had loved him right from
the beginning, even though he once dissuaded
me from buying one of his prints at a exhibition
in Bonn in the 1960s for only 40 marks – I had
already picked out my favourite. It wasn’t so
much the cost – Bernd thought that just one
Sander print would make no sense, and that
you had to see them in sequence with other
images. Before Sander died in the mid-1960s
Bernd actually went to visit him.
tw Really? That’s fascinating! Was it some
kind of pilgrimage?
hb In a way. At that time he was living in
Kuchhausen – a tiny little crooked house, in
a tiny little crooked village, just outside Cologne.
Like Bernd he had been brought up in the
Siegen. His home town was Herdorf – the same
place where we photographed the San Fernando
mine, and where Sander actually worked as
a young boy. When we were there in 1961 Sander’s
family – his sister and his brother-in-law, who
was a machinist – were still working for the
mine. Machinists always have to sit around
waiting, while the machine lathes its metal parts,
and he spoke about Sander while constantly
carving pieces of wood. Before the war Sander
was much more successful, but then everybody
seemed to lose interest in his work. I remember
that even moma only had two of his prints. Just
two! Bernd and I kept encouraging them to
have many more pieces, showing his series of

portraits of the German people and his landscapes. Both are wonderful works.
tw As much as the historical legacy of Sander,
by the 1980s you were also producing your own
photographic legacy as people started to talk about
the ‘Becher School’, which I’m assuming started
when Bernd became professor at the academy in
1976. The way these students came to your home,
and how you’d cook dinners for them all, must have
made it seem like an extended family?
hb This was only possible because the class
was so small. Don’t hold me to this, but it was
never more than 20 students. Of course, not
everyone would turn up. If you had ten together
it was already a lot, but mostly we would see
even less. Ultimately, though, this whole ‘Becher
School’ thing is a bit tiring – I mean, enough
is enough! All these guys – Gursky, Struth, Ruff,
Höfer and Laurenz Berges, who came a bit later
– are not kids any more. They have grey hair!
Whenever I see them – at birthdays or marriages,
or now second marriages – I always apologise:
‘I’m sorry people, it’s not my fault, I never used
the term “Becher School”.’
tw But even if you want to distance yourself
from the idea of your school and its disciples, your
own work is still ongoing. I mean, you are still
producing photographs, aren’t you, still arranging
exhibitions and publications? It’s a project that’s
not going away.
hb And why should it? I do still take photographs – my assistant Chris Durham, who is
a great photographer in his own right, keeps
encouraging me. When he was still a student at
the academy Bernd would say, ‘I have a boy in my
class. He’s English, and so he can drive on the left’.
At that time I had wanted to go back to the uk to
take some more photographs, but by then Bernd
was not so keen on travelling and so suggested I
go without him, but assisted by Chris. And so with
his help I have made three or four trips to Britain,
continuing to photograph different structures.
We’ve also made similar trips to northern France,
photographing the more modernist water towers
– the ones like champagne glasses. Back here
in Düsseldorf I have another assistant, Marlene
Windeck, who does all my printing. I still do the
processing of the negatives myself because
both Chris and Marlene say they don’t want the
responsibility. Last year I even went to China, to
Beijing, with my son Max, who is now a photographer himself, working alongside his wife. I wanted
to see what the Chinese blast furnaces are like
and discovered that they are just like the ones
here – this is no accident, they were all copied
from the industries in the Ruhr.
tw And are there still new typologies to
discover?
hb I never really considered the things
we photograph as typologies. Of course there
are different groups of things, but Bernd and
I always thought of them instead as objects that
reappeared in different countries.

tw So you never think of the abstract idea of
type, only the actual, physical thing?
hb We just travelled around, photographing
this and that. And after a while, when you have
a lot of images, you have to sort them out. In the
beginning we were just surprised by them all,
and kept asking ourselves what one had to do
with the other, but then patterns started to
emerge as we put them side by side. It’s just like
those first classifications of animals and insects.
I have an old English book which on one page
has all the different kinds of creatures that
inhabit water – mammals, fish, insects, snakes,
etc. They’re all together. Only later on can you
discern little sections, differences. It’s exactly the
same with us. We don’t go looking for differences
and types. We find them afterwards.
tw And so the work will go on. And you will
keep travelling around.
hb Yes, for as long as I can.
tw Having heard you talk about your
childhood a little earlier, it seems that you
have basically been on the move your whole life.
You’re never stationary.
hb Bernd always used to make fun of this
– ‘Hilla feels most comfortable in the station
waiting room, sitting on her luggage.’
tw It’s funny you say that because the one
thing that your photographs don’t show is the
one thing that must have been there all the time
– the road or the railway track; basically all these
registers of movement.
hb You’re right. Thinking back to my
childhood I guess I was always on a train or
a train track. Even during the first years of the
war my father would get homesick for Berlin and
so I would take these endless train rides with
him, back and forth. I remember spending hours
and hours simply looking out of the window.
tw A train window is really quite photographic
in a way. In staring out of a window you are in effect
looking through a lens?
hb Yes, it’s a frame. And you are always
aware of the frame and what it is capturing.
tw And what it is capturing seems to be
precisely the things that have always interested you.
I mean, when you are on a train you are passing
through a very particular kind of landscape –
often the backside of things, the other side of a city
or town that you can’t see from the road, where
they have the industry, the factories and production
facilities, the brick warehouses and all of that
building and none of the more civic architecture.
And so perhaps ultimately, despite your favourite
VW van, the view you and Bernd have been
pursuing all these years, has been the one from
the train window.
hb How right you are.
All photographs of and by
Bernd and Hilla Becher
© Bernd and Hilla Becher
Courtesy Schirmer / Mosel Verlag
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Iron ore mine, Grube Füsseberg,
Siegerland, Germany, 1961
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Gasometer, Alsdorf,
Aachen, Germany, 1965
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Blast furnaces
Top left: Liège-Seraing, Belgium, 1980
Top right: Völklingen, Saarland, Germany, 1986
Bottom left: Esch-Alzette, Terre Rouge, Luxembourg, 1979
Bottom right: Rombas, Lorraine, France, 1984
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Coal bunkers
Top left: Grube Eschweiler Reserve, Aachen, Germany, 1965
Top right: Zeche Hannibal, Bochum, Germany, 1967
Bottom left: Blaenavon Coking Plant, Blaenavon, South Wales, 1966
Bottom right: Bargoed Coking Plant, Bargoed, South Wales, 1966
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Gravel works, Günzburg-Reisenburg,
Germany, 1989
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Coal mine, Zeche Hannibal,
Bochum, Germany, 1973
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Coal mines
Top left: Siège de Folschviller, Lorraine, France, 1987
Top right: Puits St Florent, Cévennes, France, 1976
Bottom left: Zeche Friedrich der Große, Herne, Germany, 1978
Bottom right: Zeche Rossenray, Kamp-Lintfort, Germany, 1979
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Coal mine, Zeche Hannover 1/2/5,
Bochum-Hördel, Germany, 1973

